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Abstract—802.11 Fine Timing Measurement is an indoor rang-
ing technique. Because it is unauthenticated and unprotected, our
experiments indicate that an adversary can implement ranging
and location attacks, causing an unsuspecting client to incorpo-
rate forged values into its location computation. FTM clients tend
to range against a small set of responders (top 3 to 6 responders
with strongest signal). Once ranges have been collected, the
client can compute its location using various techniques, such
as 3-sphere intersection, matrix error minimization techniques
or Kalman filter. Irrespective of the technique, we show in this
paper that an attacker can cause a ranging client to deviate
from its intended path, which can have dire consequences in
some settings (e.g., automatic shuttle in public venue causing
damages). We also show that protection intended for attacks on
comparable ranging techniques, like GPS, are ineffective in the
case of FTM.

Index Terms—FTM, 802.11az, location

I. INTRODUCTION

While outdoor location is often possible with methods lever-

aging GPS, indoor location stays challenging as GPS signal is

often not available inside. Among several proposed techniques

for indoor settings, Fine Timing Measurement (FTM) defines a

new ranging procedure based on Time of Flight (ToF). Defined

in 802.11-2016 [1] and augmented in the 802.11az amendment

(planned for publication in 2022), FTM enables an initiating

station (ISTA, typically a Wi-Fi client) to perform ranging

exchanges with a responding station (RSTA, typically a Wi-

Fi system set at fixed location, e.g., an access point) and

also query the RSTA location. Performing such exchange with

multiple RSTAs allows the ISTA to then compute its location.

This technique is conceptually similar to GPS, where a re-

ceiver computes its location from estimated ranges to satellites

which position is known. The designers of FTM thought that

the protocol would be immune to GPS-like attacks, but this

paper indicates that FTM is as vulnerable as unprotected GPS,

allowing an attacker to drive an ISTA off course. Such attack

could have dramatic consequences in some environments, for

example factories where moving machines or robots use FTM

to assess their position. Unfortunately, FTM also presents

fundamental properties that render mostly ineffective several

mitigation techniques envisioned for GPS-attacks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II

examines the field of attacks (and protection) on ranging

techniques like GPS. Section III exposes how FTM com-

putes range and location. Section IV details how GPS-like

attacks can be conducted against FTM. Section V demonstrates

attack vectors and practical attack measurements for FTM.

Section VI concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Attacks against FTM, a new protocol, have not been studied

much yet. However, attacks against GPS, also using ToF

to known sources, have been widely studied. The simplest

attacks aim at completely jamming the GPS signal [2], or

preventing selected satellite signals from reaching the sta-

tion [3]. More advanced techniques spoof the identity of one

or more valid sources, and provide signals which timing and

timestamps cause the station to misevaluate its distance to

these sources [4], thus driving the mobile station off course [5].

In some cases, these attacks can be detected, for example

with Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) [6].

With this system, the receiver compares the results obtained

with various subsets of GPS signals, and alerts if any satellite

contribution provides results inconsistent with the others.

Additional techniques look at each individual signal finger-

print [7], or use multiple sources (e.g. GPS + internal sensors)

to detect anomalies [8].

Many of the attack vectors valid for GPS theoretically also

apply to FTM exchanges. However, in indoor public venues,

it is common to detect many APs (10 or more). Therefore, the

designers of FTM in 802.11-2016 considered that an isolated

attacker would be unlikely to negatively affect the location of

an ISTA that can range against multiple other RSTAs (and thus

can easily spot the outlier). The original designers of 802.11az

introduced a secured mode to protect the FTM exchanges

and avoid malicious eavesdropping or injection, but this paper

illustrates that the practicality of the implementations make

these design decisions ineffective.

III. FTM LOCATION FRAMEWORK

1) Ranging Techniques: 802.11 FTM focuses on the rang-

ing exchange (not the position computation). The ISTA starts

by negotiating with the RSTA some ranging session parame-

ters (intended number of exchanges over a given time period).

Then, in each exchange burst, the RSTA first sends a frame at

time t1, which is received by the ISTA at time t2. The ISTA

replies at time t3 with an acknowledgement frame, received

by the RSTA at time t4. In the subsequent frame, the RSTA

communicates the values (t1, t4) to the ISTA. The ISTA can

then establish its distance d to the RSTA by computing:

d =
(t4 − t1)− (t3 − t2)

2
c (1)

where c is the speed of light. In a related exchange, the

ISTA can request from the RSTA its Location Configuration

Information (LCI), a set of geographical coordinates which



logic is similar to that defined in RFC 6225 [9]. After a burst

of exchanges, the ISTA then retains the smallest [(t4 − t1)−
(t3 − t2)] measured ToF (as shortest ToF is closest to direct

(line of sight) path). The ISTA converts the ToF to a distance

through equation (1), requests the RSTA LCI, then moves to

ranging against the next RSTA. After having exchanged with

different RSTAs, the ISTA can combine distances and LCIs to

compute its own location.

2) FTM Location Computation Modes: The 802.11-2016

or 802.11az standards do not define a method for location

computation from the collected ToF and LCI values. Among

them, the three spheres method considers the distances to

3 RSTAs as the radii of matching spheres and finds their

intersections. Three spheres intersect on two points (if all three

intersect). There remains a two-way ambiguity. Naturally, if all

three RSTAs are on the same floor and at the same height, the

two possible intersection points are at different heights, and in

many cases, the question of the height is not posed by the user.

In a ”blue-dot” scenario, the user opens a particular floor plan

in an app, and asks to display the device position on that floor

(so the verticality is solved before the computation starts). The

three-sphere method has the merit of being computationally

simple, as the coordinates in ❘3 of a point y = (uy, vy, wy)
which distance to three points, whose position is known as

i = (ui, vi, wi), j = (uj , vj , wj), k = (uk, vk, wk) can be

expressed as:
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In this system, one RSTA is positioned at the origin, thus

i = (0, 0, 0). Another RSTA is positioned along the u axis,

thus j = (uj , 0, 0). The last RSTA is positioned on the same

plane, thus k = (uk, vk, 0). As the measured distances are

noisy, the position determination aims at minimizing the error

in the computation. When computation cost matters, 3 RSTAs

is often seen as a simple “good enough” choice. When more

than 3 RSTAs are used, a more elaborate technique is needed,

with the downside of a higher computation cost.

Another technique organizes the measured distances in

a matrix, then attempt to minimize the error between the

positions computed from the distance to each RSTA. There

are three different ways to compute the solution [10]. The

most common approach is to use calculus, by first finding the

gradient ∇e of the error as:

∇e = 2
n
∑

i=1

(‖y − i‖ − d̃i)
y − i

‖y − i‖
, (3)

where e is the sum of squares of errors in distance evalua-

tions. This regression can be computed with standard gradient

descent techniques, by moving by steps the estimated position

of y based on the gradient value. Here again, computation

complexity increases with the number of RSTAs and the

measurements noise. Most implementations stop at 6 distances

with such a model, as adding more reference points increases

the noise contributors without dramatically improving the

possible location accuracy [11].

A third common technique is the use of an extended

Kalman filter (or an alpha-beta filter). The process is iterative,

happening for each new measurement. Shareef and Zhu [12]

provide a good introduction to this technique and Welch and

Bishop [13] give more details. Kalman filters are popular in

technologies where the subject is expected to move, which

is the case with FTM. For the context of this paper, one

key element is that a component, the Kalman gain, is used

to decide how much of the new estimated location should

rely on a prediction based on the previous location and the

user estimated trajectory, and how much should rely on the

new (noisy) values. This aspect will take its importance as

we inject invalid measurements. For this technique like the

previous ones, because the measured distances are noisy [14],

using more than 5 to 6 responders offers diminishing incentive,

as ranging to each additional RSTA increases the energy and

ranging (airtime) cost with a decreasing accuracy gain.

IV. GPS-LIKE ATTACKS ON FTM

A. Ranging Attacks

FTM exchanges do not require association or any link secu-

rity, as an ISTA will need to range against multiple AP/RSTAs,

but can associate to only AP at a time. An ISTA will thus

range against any AP announcing FTM support without further

verification, and FTM is vulnerable to AP/RSTA imperson-

ation. 802.11az, the 802.11 Amendment for Enhancements

for Positioning that expands FTM, defines a Pre-Association

Security Negotiation (PASN), allowing an ISTA to establish

a secure session with an AP/RSTA without association. One

mode supposes the existence of shared keying material be-

tween the ISTA and the RSTA, which would prevent spoofing

attacks. This assumption is contrary to the the most common

intended use of FTM. A user will typically need FTM to find

their location in an unfamiliar venue. The user, who does not

know the venue yet, is unlikely to have pre-installed keying

material for the venue. If the user is familiar with the venue

and has installed keying material, then the need for FTM

is limited. Therefore, only the unauthenticated PASN mode,

which creates protected exchanges without authentication, is

practical, and merely protects the unauthenticated exchange

from view. An attacker can still provide rogue FTM services.

With a fresh PASN session, the attacker can even impersonate

a valid AP. Therefore, we conclude that PASN may be useful

in a peer-to-peer ranging exchange for proximity (e.g., FTM

used to unlock a door) if keys are pre-set on both sides, but

does not protect against GPS-like attacks.

Also, as the ISTA is only in control of t2 and t3, a vector

of attack is obviously to feed the ISTA with invalid ranges

by forging custom t1 and t4 values. In the implementations

we tested, some ISTAs consume the range irrespective of its

likelihood in the real world (e.g., a distance of 15 km to the

AP). Others use some filtering, but with limited effect. For

example, in [15], the authors ignore ranges 50 percent larger



or smaller than the range established in the previous burst. As

long as (t4 − t1) ≥ (t3 − t2) and the (t4 − t1) interval is

relatively consistent from one sample to the next, the ISTA

will use the returned numbers.

B. Position Attacks

Another common point is that all methods use both the

distance and the location (LCI) returned by the RSTA. Thus an

attack equivalent to invalid (t4, t1) values is to send an invalid

LCI value for one or more RSTAs. Here again, we have not

found an implementation that discards unrealistic LCIs (e.g.,

one RSTA reporting to be in Sydney Opera House, the others

in the Louvre museum). All tested implementations simply

do their mathematical and computational best to minimize the

error from these various distance and location elements.

V. FTM GPS-LIKE ATTACK EXPERIMENTS

We tested these various possible attacks in a FTM deploy-

ment. In an open space free from objects (to avoid localities

related to obstacles or reflections, and typical of a shopping-

mall setting), 5 APs are deployed along a 75-meter walk

path. APs are positioned 24.8 meters from each other, at

10.74 meters from the walking path, at 2.9 meters height, in

an alternating fashion represented in Figure 1. This structure

allocates to each AP a 750-square-meter cell, a typical Wi-Fi

density in public venues. At each 50 cm interval, the ISTA

collects 100 range samples against all detectable APs. The

ISTA location is then computed using the three sphere method

(method 1), the distance matrix least squares resolution method

(with 4 to 6 RSTAs, method 2) and the position estimation

based on a Kalman filter (method 3), in Matlab. The ranging

tests are run with a Pixel 3, a Compulab ISTA and a laptop

running Windows 10 (and Intel AX200 WiFi card) for the

ISTA side, and a Google Wi-Fi AP, a Compulab Responder

and a Cisco Catalyst 9120 access point for the RSTA side.

As results are comparable for all combinations, the Pixel vs

Cisco 9120 figures are presented here.

A. Attack vectors

For an attacker, the different attacks listed in the previous

section present consequential feasibility differences:

• Invalid t1 and t4: in most systems, the timestamp is

computed the chipset DSP microcode. Control from the

operating system is limited. Without such control, one

option is to capture over-the-air an FTM exchange (e.g.,

using Wireshark), edit the file to change the victim target

MAC address and insert the t1 and t4 values of choice

(e.g., using WireEdit), then use tools like TCPreplay to

replay the AP response to the ISTA. This attack requires

some level of preparation. Its outcome is to mislead the

ISTA on its real distance to the location (LCI) reported

by the attacker’s AP.

• Invalid LCI: the effect is also to mislead the ISTA on its

distance to a reported location, this time by providing

valid (t1, t4) but invalid RSTA location. The LCI is

provided by the operating system (e.g., hostapd.conf file

in Linux), and is therefore easy to modify, making invalid

LCI injection much easier than t1 and t4 modification,

unless the attacker has access to the DSP microcode.

• Session hijacking: the ISTA and RSTA exchange dialog

token values. An attacker inserting into a valid dialog

between an ISTA and a RSTA, for example to substitute

the attacker response to the valid RSTA response, would

need to provide the correct token value in the response.

Failure to do so would cause the ISTA to ignore the

frame. However, the systems we tested do not implement

a complex token system. Some use a linear suite (1, 2, 3,
etc.) Others always use 0 as the token value. Additionally,

2 of the 3 RSTAs tested allow the user to define the MAC

address. A simple injection attack is therefore to program

the attacker RSTA with the victim RSTA MAC address,

and let the local system perform FTM (responding to

the ISTA tokens). The effect is ranging confusion, as the

ISTA receives different distances (and LCIs) from what

the ISTA assumes to be single device.

In the experiments below, we found that t1 and t4 manipu-

lation provided similar outcomes as LCI manipulation, but at

the cost of a much higher implementation complexity. Thus,

the LCI attack outcomes are presented. The session hijacking

also provided interesting observations.

B. Inserting an Invalid RSTA

Throughout these experiments, an attacker AP (AP6) is

introduced. The experiments show that the attacker’s AP phys-

ical position is not critical for this phase. When AP6 provides

RSTA service and valid values, the ISTA computed position

matches the actual position, regardless of the computation

method, as expected. Next, the LCI sent by the attacker AP is

modified to return an incorrect value, as shown in Figure 1.

With a small bias (e.g., 5 meters), the ISTA computed

position drifts by at most the bias value, and reaches its

maximum near the attacker AP’s position. Quite naturally,

the drift increases with the bias. However, a large bias may

cause a filter mechanism to detect the attacker AP as an outlier

(providing values not compatible with the position determined

from the other RSTAs). Additionally, large bias (e.g., 35

meters) may render the position impossible to determine. With

the three spheres technique, the reported positions make that

the spheres do not always intersect, resulting in no location

results for several points. With an extended Kalman filter,

the path becomes incoherent (even if the ISTA continues

to compute a position, a normal user would soon identify

that one cannot walk in a straight line and yet be on such

convoluted path). The reason for such incoherence lies in

the way the Kalman filter technique is applied. As the goal

is to resolve standard Euclidean distance equations (in the

form d̃ =
√

(ui − uy)2 + (vi − vy)2 + (wi − wy)2 + bi) the

extended Kalman filter technique seeks derivatives of the state

matrix and the distance measurement matrix before applying

the Kalman process, and determining the relative weight given

to the observation and the prediction when computing the

next likely position. The filter becomes better at predicting
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Fig. 1. Attacker AP sending 5-m (top), and 35-m biased LCI (bottom), with location computed using three-sphere method (left), matrix resolution (center)
and Kalman filter estimation (right). Victim real position is marked p, forged path e, real AP responders with a triangle and attacker AP with a square.

the next state when noise is comparable across RSTAs. But

when the ISTA switches to a faulty RSTA, suddenly providing

incoherent values (as it is the case with this attack model),

then the measurements suddenly largely exceed the range of

expected errors. The Kalman gain soon increases the weight

of measurements over prediction, but the reactive process,

coupled to the fact that derivatives are sought from ranging

against a different contributor, causes the resulting state matrix

to display sudden changes of direction as the new contributor

data becomes dominant. It is worth noting that this effect is

known for the Extended Kalman Filter (it is not an optimal

estimator in cases when one AP provides values beyond the

expected noise range).

C. Spoofing valid RSTAs

In this phase, the attacker impersonates a valid RSTA MAC

address. Such action causes both the valid RTSA and the

attacker RSTA to respond to the ISTA queries for ranging.

A confusion attack would have the attacker RSTA respond

with different parameters than the valid RSTA. Depending on

the implementation, such response might cause the ISTA to

ignore the valid RSTA parameters, or to fail during the ranging

exchanges (as the exchanges do not match the parameters that

the ISTA recorded).

A more interesting attack is to let the valid RSTA respond,

then have the attacker RSTA insert FTM ranging frames

within the valid exchanges. The ISTA then undergoes more

exchanges than it expects (e.g. receiving 16 frames in a

burst where it expects 8). On all observed ISTAs, the client

considers the exchanges that can take place within the defined

burst duration (and ignores RSTA FTM messages beyond the

expected end of the burst), even if the burst contains more than

the expected count of exchanges. On all observed RSTAs, the

FTM exchanges also stop at the end of the burst duration (but

each RSTA does not attempt more than the expected count

of exchange within each burst). Thus, it seems that current

implementations allow the ISTA to perform more exchanges

than agreed upon, within the limit set by the burst duration.

The net effect is that the ISTA receives half its ranges from

the valid RSTA, and half from the attacker RSTA. The ISTA

retains the shortest distance in the burst, as explained in

Section III. All observed ISTAs also do not consider the LCI

as a fixed object. In other words, in the ISTAs we observed,

each return to the channel causes the ISTA to query for the LCI

again as part of the FTM exchange. In this circumstance, the

ISTA receives 2 sets of LCIs. All the observed ISTAs record

both received LCIs in their logs, but continue to display the

second one for the burst analysis.

Therefore, in order to be preferred to the valid RSTA, the

attacker first needs to make sure that the distance offered to

the attacker RSTA is less than to the valid RSTA (as the ISTA

retains the shortest distance in the burst). The attacker can

hard code that distance in the t1 and t4 values, or make sure

to position the attacker AP closer to the victim walking path

than the real AP. In a public venue where walking paths and

valid APs positions are commonly known, choosing the right

AP to target (e.g., an AP away from the public walking path)

makes that phase trivial. Then, the attacker can modify the LCI

at each exchange to lure the victim away from the intended

path. Replaying the LCI value several times can ensure that

the attacker’s value is received after the valid AP LCI in each

burst, and thus preferred.

With these precautions in place, the effect observed is that

the attacker’s AP is substituted to the valid RSTA for most



bursts. Although the ISTA ranges to both RSTAs, the values

from the attacker are statistically retained more often, thus

effectively resulting in valid AP suppression and replacement.

D. Leading the victim to a target location

We now show that careful parameter injection can be used

to lead the ISTA to a location of the attacker choosing. Such

possibility may have dire consequences in settings where FTM

is used for business-critical navigation (computer-on-wheels in

healthcare, guided robots in factories, etc.)

Naturally, each location computation technique incorporates

a different set of noisy distances and parameters from which

location is computed. Therefore, an efficient attack should

account for the type of location equation in use by the victim

device. In most cases, the victim will not choose the formula,

but use the method incorporated in the operating system or the

navigation app of choice. It is expected that a small set of large

actors will provide the bulk of the multilateration algorithms.

Thus, it is likely that knowing the victim device will allow the

attacker to determine the location method in use.

To illustrate such approach, the attacker apparatus is posi-

tioned near AP 3 (marked AP 6 in Figure 2). The apparatus

is comprised of 3 Compulab RSTAs, set to AP 1, AP 3 and

AP 5 channels and MAC addresses respectively. In the central

section of the experimental area, the apparatus is closer to

the walking path than the APs it impersonates. Because the

attacker now impersonates 3 systems, and because the number

of expected contributing RSTAs is limited as explained in

Section III, the outlier filtering system fails (no single isolated

outlier AP).

The goal of the attacker is then to provide ranging values

pushing the victim toward a point between AP2 and AP4

(marked with a cross in the figure). The task becomes trivial

with equation (2) and the three-sphere technique. To build

LCIs with that method, any impersonated AP is chosen to

assume the position at the origin and provides any arbitrary

reference LCI value. Then, from the known distance from the

apparatus to the point where the victim should be led (and its

matching coordinates y), the system of equation can be solved

to find the LCIs to be announced by the other impersonated

APs. From equation (2):

u2
j − 2ujuy + d2i − d2j = 0. (4)

The only unknown is uj , which can be found as:

uj =
2uy ±

√

4u2
y − 4(d2i − d2j )

2
, (5)

where (0, 0, 0) is the LCI of choice for the first impersonated

AP. Out of the 2 possible solutions, choosing the smaller uj

limits the risk of outlier detection. Here, vj = vi = 0. Then:

v2k − 2vkvy − 2ukuy + d2i − d2k + u2
k = 0. (6)

Both uk and vk are unknown in this system, but by

expressing vk as a function of uk:

vk =
2vy ± 2

√

v2y − d2i + d2k − u2
k + 2ukuy

2
. (7)

The attacker can choose an arbitrary value of uk so that:

u2
k − 2ukuy − v2y + d2i − d2k ≤ 0. (8)

In other words, uk is an arbitrary number in the range [p, q]
that satisfies pq = −v2y + d2i − d2k and p + q = −2uy . As all

other values are known to the attacker, the determination is a

simple factoring exercise.

Once the attacker’s APs are positioned, the victim system

will measure noisy distances, but the optimal solution will

lead the victim toward the intended point. As the computation

includes the contribution of valid APs at some stage of the

path, the location result is increasingly biased toward the

attacker’s APs data as the victim advances on the path, as

can be seen on the left of Figure 2.

The same logic is applicable to the least squares technique.

Let’s suppose the more complex case, 6 contributors, including

3 valid APs (i, j, k) and the three attacker APs (a1, a2, a3).
In equation (3), for each AP under the attacker control, y is

the intended target destination (that we write yi), while for

each valid AP, y is the true victim position (that we write yt),

which can be known by deciding the real location of the victim

when the location app computes the intended target position.

The distances d̃i to all contributing APs are known from the

(t1, t4) values measured at that real position. Thus, we can

rewrite the minimization goal as:

min[(||yt − i|| − d̃i)
2 + (||yt − j|| − d̃j)

2

+ (||yt − k|| − d̃k)
2 + (||yi − a1|| − d̃a1

)2 (9)

+ (||yi − a2|| − d̃a2
)2 + (||yi − a3|| − d̃a3

)2]

The only unknowns are therefore the announced positions

i of the attacker’s APs that minimize the error at the target

position. A simple solution is to insert two arbitrary posi-

tions, and let the system solve for the third. This solution is

functional, but might output a LCI for the third AP far from

the others. In order to minimize the risk of outlier detection,

an efficient approach is to wrap this algorithm into another

gradient descent structure. With this method, the first 2 APs

are set at initial arbitrary positions, the third AP location is

found, then a loop runs, where step-wise changes to the initial

2 AP positions are made so as to minimize the differences

between all 3 resulting LCIs. Once such system is found, the

victim can be led to the intended location, as displayed in the

center part of Figure 2.

The Kalman filter case is slightly different. The solution

proposed for the least squares approach above is also func-

tional, misleading the ISTA to compute its position as the

target location. However, as can be seen in the lower right

part of Figure 1, the effect is also to cause an incoherent

trajectory (reporting a sharp turn while the user is walking

along a straight line). To avoid this risk, an additional step is to

identify intermediate positions where the attacker would want

to smoothen the curve, determine the optimal victim position at

that point, and generate a set of attacker APs LCIs accordingly.

The attacker announces a first set of LCIs (or timestamps),
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Fig. 2. Leading a victim toward a target point, with the three-sphere method (left), least squares (center) and Kalman filter (two LCI set technique, right).

then a next set as the victim passes key points. The effect of

such modification can be seen in the right part of Figure 2, with

an initial set of forged LCIs, then a second set announced as

the victim passes the traversal (blue) line. The process needed

for such attack in the Kalman Filter case is similar in concept

to the Least Square cases, where a loop computes the LCI

set that minimizes the differences between the spoofed APs

announced positions, but is more laborious, as the range at

which the announced LCIs are efficient in fooling the victim

is limited. It is likely that the effort involved will match the

value of leading the victim to the target point without raising

suspicion.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have shown that 802.11 FTM is vulnerable

to ranging and location attacks. The client does not know in

advance the APs, and the exchanges are neither authenticated

nor protected. An attacker can then easily insert an RSTA that

provides invalid ranging or position (LCI) information. The

client has limited ability to distinguish the attacker’s from valid

APs, and tends to integrate the data provided by the attacker,

if it is not excessively implausible, into its computation. The

result is that an attacker can inject values into FTM exchanges

that cause the victim to conclude on an incorrect location

computation. This method can be used to make the victim’s

device deviate from its intended course, and potentially lead

the device to a destination of the attacker’s choice.

Protecting against such attack would require a mechanism

for an ISTA to identify APs that are unlikely to be part of

the venue deployment. This would be possible by augmenting

PASN with an equivalent to 802.11r Fast Transition, by which

the keying material to exchange with the next AP is obtained

through the current AP. Such method would provide a good

indication that 1) the APs are connected to the same wired

infrastructure and 2) have a trusted relationship. Future work

will examine how such mechanism can be implemented, and

the real protection it may provide to FTM exchanges.
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